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CBS renews sitcom Mike & Molly and Mom

For a while it looked as if ‘Mike & Molly’ would be cancelled, but CBS has decided to renew the sitcom ‘Mike & Molly’. It will be the sixth season for the number six of best-rated sitcoms.
 
 Set in Chicago, Illinois, the series follows two people, Mike Biggs (Billy Gardell), a police officer who wants to shed some pounds, and Molly Flynn (Melissa McCarthy), a fourth-grade teacher wanting to embrace her curves, who meet at an Overeaters Anonymous group and become an unlikely pair. Cast members are: Swoosie Kurtz, Katy Mixon, Louis Mustillo, Reno Wilson, Cleo King, Rondi Reed, Nyambi Nyambi and David Anthony Higgins.
 
 Thirteen episodes of season five have been broadcast and till now has an average of 8.97 million viewers, which is slightly higher than in the previous seasons. Episode fourteen of ‘Mike & Molly’ will air on 16 March.
 
 Although CBS has not yet officially announced that their sitcom ‘Mom’ will get a third season, series writer Sheldon Bull broke the news on twitter, he wrote: “’Mom’ picked up for next year! Thanks, fans from all of us at ‘Mom’!”
 
 On ‘Mom’, a single mom in recovery (Anna Faris) returns to live with her single mother, who’s also in recovery (Allison Janney). The cast of the show includes Sadie Calvano, Blake Garrett Rosenthal, Spencer Daniels, Matt L. Jones, Nick Corddry, Mimi Kennedy, and French Stewart.
 
 ‘Mom’ was a modest success in the first year, but when CBS decided to move the series to Thursday nights this year the ratings improved significantly. Currently there are 10.35 million viewers on average watching ‘Mom’. And it is the only scripted series at CBS that shows improvement in the ratings. 
 
 And with ‘The Big Bang Theory’ one season into its three-season renewal, executive producer Chuck Lorre will have at least three sitcoms next season (2015-2016).
 
 Are you going to watch all of these sitcoms?
 
 Chuck Lorre
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Latest news
[image: NCIS and The Neighborhood renewed by CBS]
NCIS and The Neighborhood renewed by CBS

CBS has renewed NCIS and The Neighborhood for the 2024-25 broadcast season.

Today, 16:02

[image: Trailer and poster released for the second season of The Big Door Prize]
Trailer and poster released for the second season of The Big Door Prize

The Big Door Prize returns to Apple TV+ for its second season later this month.

Today, 15:02

[image: Canceled Starz wrestling drama series Heels is headed to Netflix]
Canceled Starz wrestling drama series Heels is headed to Netflix

Heels, starring Stephen Amell and Alexander Ludwig, has landed at Netflix after Starz canceled the series in 2023.

Today, 14:02

[image: All three FBI series renewed by CBS]
All three FBI series renewed by CBS

Dick Wolf's trio of FBI dramas continues on CBS. FBI, FBI: Most Wanted and FBI: International have all been renewed by the network.

Today, 13:02

[image: Prime Video reschedules Fallout premiere date]
Prime Video reschedules Fallout premiere date

Prime Video has released the premiere of the controversial new drama series Fallout from Westworld creators Jonathan Nolan and Lisa Joy.

Today, 12:52

[image: Michael Bradway added to season twelve of Chicago Fire]
Michael Bradway added to season twelve of Chicago Fire

NBC's Chicago Fire continues to heat up. Season twelve features Michael Bradway in a recurring role.

Today, 10:02
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